PORTRAIT   OF   A   GENTLEMAN
view contributing in an extraordinary degree to the general
peace by resisting German pressure and maintaining
democracy here and by preparing in collaboration with
England and France to save all Europe.
But if the loyalty of Czechoslovakia to France and England is
regarded by certain quarters in England as something that
may be an obstacle to a general agreement, that is a complete
misunderstanding of the whole Czechoslovak policy, and
would have to be considered by Prague as a completely
hopeless situation.
Czechoslovakia would be forced to realize that she is com-
pletely misunderstood, that Great Britain does not appreciate
the contribution she is making to general peace, and that she
is being pushed to a policy which would force her one day to
go into the arms of Germany and against England.
It is a tragic misunderstanding.
Again I say, if you think that we are of no use in maintaining
this   extraordinarily   important   geographical   position   in
Central Europe, on which all European peace rests, that
means that finally our interests will be to agree with Germany
and to go with her in all German conquests.
We are at the crucial point in the negotiations of Europe.
We must choose.   I must know what France and England
want.  If France and England wish that Czechoslovakia, as
the last democracy in Central Europe, should separate herself
from them, they must tell us.
Then we shall know what to do.
That is the point.
So spoken by Benesh, and noted by me, on the evening of
December igth, 1937. Before, long before, the seizure of Austria.
As I went down the hill that night, into a damp and foggy
Prague, I thought drearily to myself, cThey will never tell him.
They will lead him to think that they stand with and for Czecho-
slovakia, that he is right in fighting for his democracy, right in
resisting Germany, right in adhering staunchly to the system of
collective resistance to aggression that they themselves devised.
Then, when he is face to face with the German army, they will
leave him to it,'
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